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Resistances of Touch

Cathryn Vasseleu

P sychedelic drugs and sexual freedom were not the only preoccupa-

tions of Western youth in the 1960s. Coinciding with global erup-

tions of political activism, there was an outpouring of innovation in

art. This was the climate in which a feminist art movement emerged with a

far-reaching activist agenda of its own to contribute: the radical transforma-

tion of Western art history through politically inflected questionings of its

basic tenets. In pursuit of this agenda many feminist artists were drawn to
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forms of body art or live performance centered on the artist’s physical pres-

ence. Defying a primarily visual aesthetic tradition that lent itself to the for-

mal appreciation of women’s bodies by a notional viewing subject, live per-

formance incorporated the materiality and multiple sensory modalities of

perceptual experience, touch in particular. The deployment of such strategic

inquiry arguably wrought far-reaching changes in thought about subjec-

tivity, extending beyond gender to racial difference and ethnicity. Can the

same be said of the impact of these strategies on stereotypes of gender based

on tactile perception—that they demolished outdated characterizations of

subjectivity in terms of touch?

Whether there is an inherent connection between feminine subjectivity

and touch or whether the connection is a cultural construct is a complex

topic of debatewithin feminist theories of perception.However, prior to this

debate what mattered to feminist performance artists was how they might

wield the connections between touch, femininity, and art as a weapon in their

quest to expose the fallacy of the neutral perceiving subject.While nineteenth-

and early twentieth-century feminism had sought to establish women’s legal

rights and equality, in the 1960s the focus of feminism widened to an in-

terrogation of all areas of women’s lives, including their experience of sex-

uality, race, ethnicity, family, work, and technology. However, because of

the apparent absence of a material referent, visual aesthetic traditions op-

erated in denial of such variables in perceptual experience. Tactile percep-

tion offered one possible source of resistance to the myth of gender neu-

trality ðand racial, ethnic, class, or other forms of neutralityÞ perpetuated by

a notional subject of vision. Broadly speaking, feminist artists latched onto

the fact that touching pertains to a bodily act and affect, not a bodiless

presence devoid of social and historical context or cultural standing.

In resisting the notional subject of vision by incorporating tactile per-

ception, live performance led feminist art practice in a new direction; it be-

gan engaging in resistances pertaining to the dynamics of touch. There are

resistances to touch in the psychoanalytical sense of resistance as defense or

repression. Feminist live performance artists such as Yoko Ono and Marina

Abramović were dealing with issues that went beyond that. What they en-

countered and presented to audiences were entrenched characterizations of

subjectivity in terms of touch that feminist art history, theory, and practice

needed to critically address. In the process they also encountered resistances

of touch. I am referring here to structural resistances of tactual knowledge

ðpractices of all kinds invested in and operating through touchÞ to concep-

tual, aesthetic, or political revisions that in their very framing result in dis-

tortions, mixed outcomes, or failed intentions. Even live performances that

worked directly through physical contact, dramatizing touch in an unscripted
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way, participated in resistances of touch, understood as insensitivity, being

unaffected, holding back, or impedance.

Women artists associated with avant garde movements ðincluding Dada

and surrealismÞ had previously produced art objects that worked by ad-

dressing and engaging creatively with tactile sensations. First to be ac-

knowledged as such was Edith Clifford Williams’s 1916 sculpture Plâtre à

toucher chez de Zayas ðPlaster for touching at de ZayasÞ, intended for touch-

ing, which Guillaume Apollinaire named as the inaugural work of an art

form whose birth he announced in 1917 ðApollinaire 1917, 1918Þ. Sub-
sequent artists experimented with types of tactile art that were not neces-

sarily intended for touching but that, even in their visual reception, delib-

erately aroused accidental or unconscious tactile associations, sometimes

subversively related to gender ðe.g., Méret Oppenheim’s iconic 1936 Fur

Dinner SuiteÞ. The fundamental innovation live performance artists intro-

duced in relation to this avant garde legacy of tactual experimentation was

to turn to their own bodies ðand also the audience’sÞ as the primary me-

dium in which they worked.

A loose thread linking many creative practices concerned with tactual ex-

perience is the objective of overcoming fossilized aesthetic values through

a renewed sensibility and awareness of touch. From its inception the agenda

of feminist performance extended to touch. However, this was primarily in

relation to a more recognizable political agenda concerned with gender,

which an art practice centered on a woman’s body typified and enacted. On

the cusp of the era of digital-electronic media, it was widely appreciated that

new forms of communication entailed a metamorphosis in perception gen-

erally, along with the definition of art, cinema, theater, and so on. Indeed,

the significance of touch per se in feminist performance from the 1960s to

the 1980s was not emphatically articulated until Peggy Phelan dwelt specif-

ically on the wider ramifications of insights gleaned from tactile interac-

tions across a range of examples ð2007Þ. In other words, as a consequence

of centering on a performer’s body, a critical tactual dimension or realm

of knowledge could be strategically brought into play. This provoked re-

evaluations of touch, not only in relation to aesthetic values but also in re-

lation to rethinking gender. Tactual knowledge manifestly complicated the

unstated rules of engagement of media, the intrusions of technologies, art

and aesthetics, in gender politics.Notably, however, working through touch

in this way did not automatically ensure that the outcome would benefit ei-

ther women artists or the causes of feminism.

VALIE EXPORT’s 1968 performance Tapp und Taskino/Tap and Touch

Cinema at an experimental film festival in Vienna is a classic case in point.

Elaborating on feminist actionism ðEXPORT 1989Þ and the concept of ex-
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panded cinema, EXPORT donned a miniature movie theater composed of

a box with an opening at the front covered by curtains. She then wandered

the streets nearby, inviting passersby to put their hands between the curtains

and feel her naked breasts inside. In the process, according to EXPORT,

“the curtains which previously had been drawn up only for the eyes are also

finally raised for the hands. Tactile reception counteracts the fraud of voy-

eurism” ð2003, 4Þ. An exposé of fantasies of female flesh underpinning and

sanctioned by cinema, Tap and Touch Cinema was designed to subvert so-

cial prescriptions governing “the intimate sphere of what the state permits”

ð2003, 4Þ by forcing it into the open, into public space where women and

children too could indulge in a pleasure that would otherwise be taboo for

them.

The performance succeeded in enticing both men and women to expose

themselves to the gaze of others, including the artist, while they took tac-

tile pleasure in her cinema. However, the setup also revealed that neither voy-

euristic agency nor any other kind of reversal of subjectivity transferred to

the artist while participants felt her breasts. Nevertheless, EXPORT’s as-

sessment of her mobile touch cinema was that it was “an unveiled intru-

sion into the taboo of homosexuality” and indeed “the first real women’s

film” ð2003Þ. Phelan’s assessment of its success was more mixed and thus

invites closer study. On the positive side, EXPORT’s performance exposed

the blindness of traditional and some avant-garde film practices, “which

continually reproduced the voyeuristic structure of the man of action and

the woman as object to be seen” ð2007, 359Þ. But once exposed, “the po-
litical transformation that should have logically followed this insight

stalled” ð359Þ. By way of a more encouraging verdict on the factors lim-

iting EXPORT’s enterprise, Phelan connects her nevertheless groundbreak-

ing work to subsequent psychoanalytically informed analyses of sexual dif-

ference and models of the gaze by feminist filmmakers and artists.

The lesson of Tap and Touch Cinema was unambiguous. No political trans-

formation. No logical conclusion. A transfer of power undeniably stalled—

impeded—resisted. Even so, a question still remains that goes to the heart

of EXPORT’s daringly playful, unforgettable model of cinema: its invest-

ment in direct physical contact or, in EXPORT’s words, “tactile reception”

ð2003, 4Þ. Is it possible that the intention of Tap and Touch Cinema not

only succeeded but also stalled precisely because of its reliance on touch as

a corrective?

In Tap and Touch Cinema EXPORT drew on her knowledge of touch,

which included knowing that women as well as men can take pleasure in

touching women’s breasts. Despite her use of this knowledge as a revi-

sionary measure, placing her own breasts in the juncture of an open invi-
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tation to touch while being watched touching, there was no equivocal con-

tact. She became a touchable object, not a watching subject touching back.

The gesture inadvertently reproduced the formal contradictions of touch:

touchable versus untouchable, violable versus inviolable. These contradic-

tions condition voyeuristic pleasure, and although not innately gendered, it

has long been recognized that their gendering is the foundation of innu-

merable determinations of the attributes of feminine subjectivity ðtouch-
able, violableÞ versus masculine subjectivity ðuntouchable, inviolableÞ. In
Tap and Touch Cinema a woman’s knowledge of touch subverted the im-

plicit gender of the voyeur-subject, but the performance also met with the

voyeur-subject’s intolerance of being affected uncontrollably by indiscrim-

inate contact. Voyeurism is a scenario that, as Tap and Touch Cinema re-

vealed, involves the delineation of a subjectivity that is untouchable, invio-

lable, even when in direct contact with that which is viewed. Counteracting

voyeurism with tactile reception did not subvert—and was indeed subverted

by—the termination of touching in the formal contradictions of touch that

enable voyeuristic pleasure.

EXPORT and other live performance artists of the time were followed

by theoretical analyses of the contradictions they had unflinchingly ne-

gotiated in pursuit of their vocation. The resistances of touch that these

artists explicated through their often physically perilous engagements in

tactual inquiry kept their political agenda alive; they helped to transform

not only feminist art practice but also theories of perception, awareness

of tactual knowledge within the humanities, and the widespread exercise

of touch across a variety of media. They also showed that while there are

many ways for artists to work tactually, touching is affected by structural

resistances, which means that it is not possible to work in an inherently

tactual way.

University of Technology, Sydney
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Subversive Uses of Perception: The Case of

Palestinian Artist Anisa Ashkar

Tal Dekel

F rom the very beginning of her career, artist Anisa Ashkar ðborn in

1979Þ has fought a conscious battle against categorization, labeling,

and compartmentalization. Focusing on the “minor” senses of smell

and touch, she has sought to undermine cultural constructions—such as

feminine and masculine, Israeli and Palestinian—by insisting on expressing

her own multiple and shifting identities:1

I start my works with a gut feeling, avoiding any rational analysis. I

taste and smell, I rub materials onto the skin, feeling them on my

body. Only then do I engage in a reflexive process about the piece—

a very important aspect. Although the deep political, ethnic, religious,

and gendered meanings are all there, I only conceptualize them ret-

rospectively. Our culture perceives intuitiveness—relying on the

senses—as primitive, feminine, antirational, inferior, and unreliable in

comparison with the transcendental qualities of rationality, perceived

as masculine. . . . Also, using the “minor” senses serves me in order to

symbolize my being a minority in many additional meanings. . . . I
am ever-changing, depending on where I’m at.2
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I would like to thank Anisa Ashkar for sharing with me her work and deep knowledge

and understanding.
1 The traditional five senses have usually been arranged in terms of a hierarchy that as-

sumes vision to be primary, hearing second, followed at a considerable remove by touch,

taste, and smell. Especially since the Enlightenment, seeing and knowing have been equated,

largely because sight can operate at a greater distance than the other human senses and is

therefore considered the most objective. With the mind and body regarded as separate, sight

was associated with the mind, with reason, rationality, and logic; by contrast, taste, touch, and

smell were associated with the body as the source of unreason, the emotions, and irrational-

ity ðDumcum 2012, 184Þ.
2 Throughout this article I include quotations from an interview I conducted with Anisa

Ashkar at her Tel Aviv studio on June 16, 2013. The interview was conducted in Hebrew and

was translated into English by me.
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